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Abstract
The work reported in this paper is based on a study that adopts a naturalistic qualitative
approach to the study of design expertise. The study explores the ‘designer’s talk’ as a site
for the articulation and dissemination of design expertise. Theoretical resources adopted in
the study were drawn from a model of expertise developed by Hubert Dreyfus and from a
wide body of phenomenological literature that informed this model.
The Dreyfus model is based on a practice oriented account of agency and perception that
offers a viable alternative to the cognitivist models of design expertise. The research
discussed in this paper forms part of a larger study that seeks to identify a basic unit of
analysis appropriate to working with the Dreyfus model.
Two related analytic constructs – ‘responsiveness’ and ‘affordance’ – have emerged as
central to defining this unit of analysis. ‘Affordance’ is a term coined by James J. Gibson to
draw attention to the first person experience of the way in which action possibilities are
opened up for the agent by configurations in the environment.
This paper explores the relationship between Gibson’s original concept of affordance, and
the way in which it might be developed in the light of the practice oriented accounts of
agency and action that underpin the Dreyfus model of expertise. Issues of intersubjectivity
and the practicalities of coding for individual instances of ‘responsiveness’ and
‘affordance’ are discussed with reference to data drawn from the transcripts of formal
presentations delivered by graphic designers David Carson and Stefan Sagmeister.
Keywords: design expertise, Dreyfus model of expertise, affordance, phenomenology
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Responsiveness and Affordance: the coding challenge
Despite the growing interest in ‘design thinking’ that has been generated by publications
including ‘The Art of Innovation’ (Kelley & Littman, 2001) and ‘Change By Design’ (Brown,
2009), relatively little attention has been devoted to the study of naturally occurring
practices relevant to design expertise (Goldschmidt & Badke-Schaub, 2010; Paton &
Dorst, 2010). The work reported in this paper is based on a study that adopts a
‘naturalistic’ qualitative approach. The study explores the ‘designer’s talk’ as a site for the
articulation and dissemination of design expertise (Author 2011). The ‘designer’s talk’ is a
prominent feature of formal design education, design festivals, professional conferences,
and design exhibitions. The study analyses presentations by three highly respected
graphic designers: David Carson (2003), Paula Scher (2008) and Stefan Sagmeister
(2004).
The primary data for the study consists of transcripts and video recordings of three
presentations, each sourced from the ‘TED Talks’ platform. ‘TED Talks’ is an established
internet based forum for dissemination of the work and ideas of leading creative thinkers.
The sample of presentations chosen for this study was established by focusing on a
particular field of design — graphic design. The coding of transcripts was undertaken
primarily within the qualitative data analysis software (QDAS) NVivo. The initial coding
was relatively unstructured. The researcher worked systematically through the transcripts
generating codes as new, potentially interesting phenomena emerged – this initial coding
was based on the emergent approach associated with naturalistic inquiry (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985:203; Miles & Huberman, 1994:58). Two related codes were clearly prominent
— codes that were provisionally named ‘drawn to/ working towards’ and ‘reacting
against.’ The total coverage of the codes in relation to each of the three transcripts was
64.49%, 42.69% and 53.77%. This coverage reflects the fact that all three designers
devote a considerable amount of time drawing attention to particular phenomena that
they are either drawn to, working towards, or reacting against. Phenomena discussed
include material artefacts, styles, ways of working, social dynamics and shifts in
perception.
The codes ‘drawn to/ working towards’ and ‘reacting against’ provided good coverage
across all three transcripts. They clearly warranted further investigation. The challenge for
the researcher was to identify a theoretical construct that might account for this
phenomenon and that would provide guidance for further stages of data analysis. A
number of researchers investigating design expertise have drawn on a multi-level model
of expertise developed by Hubert Dreyfus (Dorst & Reymen, 2004; Lawson & Dorst,
2009). The Dreyfus model is based on a sophisticated engagement with the work of
phenomenologists including Heidegger (Dreyfus, 1991; Dreyfus, 2005) and MerleauPonty (Dreyfus, 1993), and neurologists such as Walter Freeman (Dreyfus, 1993).
Dreyfus constructs his account of expertise from a commitment to the position that
learning is manifest in the way in which the world ‘opens up’ for us. As we gain
experience of particular situations, we refine our embodied responses so that we become
more and more adept at responding to similar situations. In the course of elaborating his
description of what it is to ‘respond to the solicitations of a situation,’ Dreyfus draws on
the terminology of ‘affordance’:
It is crucial that the agent does not merely receive input passively and then process it.
Rather, the agent is already set to respond to the solicitations of things. The agent sees
things from some perspective and sees them as affording certain actions. What the
affordances are depends on past experience with that sort of thing in that sort of situation
(Dreyfus, 1993:5).
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Working initially from theoretical resources taken from the Dreyfus account of expertise, a
basic unit for coding the transcripts was developed. The initial development of this coding
system is discussed in McLaughlin (2011).
In the course of developing the basic coding unit a number of issues emerged in relation
to the detailed coding associated with the theoretical constructs of ‘responsiveness’ and
affordance.’ Each term draws attention to similar phenomena but they complement each
other in interesting ways. Responsiveness is the more straightforward of the two terms. It
clearly describes an action that is undertaken by an agent. A particular temporal
relationship is implied where there is something ‘outside’ the agent that ‘solicits’ the agent
to act, to ‘respond.’ Responsiveness evokes a third person perspective on interactions at
play between agent and environment.
‘Affordance’ refers to a dimension of lived experience that is more difficult to keep in view.
This difficulty arises in part from the fact that the aim is to describe lived experience as it
is experienced – the term draws attention to the first person experience of a situation.
Second, the temporal and spatial distinctions between agent and environment implied by
the third person perspective collapse. The interplay between the development of the
coding unit and the coding of the transcripts represented an important opportunity to
explore the concept of ‘affordance’ in the light of both theoretical resources and the
empirical data (the TED Talks presentations). As the researcher/coder developed and
refined the coding system she moved between consideration of Gibson’s original texts on
‘affordance’; the broad literature associated with the Dreyfus model of expertise, including
phenomenological accounts of practice, perception and agency; and particular instances
of responsiveness and affordance evident in the transcripts.

Sample Data
The outcome of this investigation will be discussed with reference to sample data drawn
from two of the TED Talks presentations – a 2003 presentation delivered by David
Carson (see Table 1), and a 2004 presentation delivered by Stefan Sagmeister (see
Table 2). The sample data was chosen with a view to demonstrating how engagement
with the data is serving to clarify and extend the theoretical construct of ‘affordance.’
Space does not permit extensive consideration of samples drawn from both the
transcripts. The discussion in this paper will draw primarily on the Carson example,
making reference to the Sagmeister example only when it plays a specific role in
broadening the discussion of relevant theoretical or coding issues.
This is for a book by Metropolis. I took some photos, and
this is a billboard in Florida, and either they hadn't paid
their rent, or they didn't want to pay their rent again on
the sign, and the billboard people were too cheap to tear
the whole sign down, so they just teared out sections of
it. And I would argue that it's possibly more effective than
the original billboard in terms of getting your attention,
getting you to look over that way. And hopefully you don't
stop and buy those awful pecan things – Stuckey's.
Table 1
Sample of data from Carson (2003)

David Carson’s presentation consists primarily of commentary on a variety of visual
phenomena that he ‘notices’ in the environments in which he finds himself. Some of this
visual material has been incorporated into publications and other graphic materials that
he has designed. Figure 1, for instance, is an image of a billboard on the side of a road in
Florida. The billboard image is incomplete – sections of it are absent. In his talk Carson
speculates on the context in which this particular visual arrangement might have been
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brought about – advertisers who didn’t pay their rent, and billboard vendors who were too
cheap to tear the whole sign down (it should however be noted that the unusual
orientation of the fragments would seem to undermine this particular interpretation whilst
nevertheless serving as an indication of a degree of neglect). The resulting billboard with
its fragmented image was not designed to be noticed, it was not designed to grab
attention, and yet Carson not only notices it but sees considerable aesthetic merit in it – it
is an image that is not only included in the Ted Talks presentation but also in a spread for
the magazine Metropolis. What is going on here? Is there anything that can be said about
why the billboard grabs Carson’s attention? Is there anything here that might be relevant
to understanding the expertise of the designer and the way in which this instance of
noticing might relate to that expertise?

Figure 1. Stuckey’s billboard, Florida
Source: Carson (2003)

Sagmeister’s presentation has a very different structure – it is organised around the
theme of visuals that evoke ‘happiness.’ Sagmeister works through a number of
examples of work produced by both himself and others drawing out a distinction between
literal visualisations of happiness – people and animals smiling, sexual imagery, images
of ‘blue sky’ – and visualisations that evoke happiness by drawing on possibilities within
particular situations and environments. Sagmeister’s talk is a sustained investigation of a
particular issue that has arisen as a concern in the context of his practice. In the context
of this investigation Sagmeister discusses the work of a New York based artist who
simulates subway signage, installing his work on the subway itself. Sagmeister is drawn
to the subtlety of the work – to the fact that it sneaks up on you, to the fact that you find
yourself simply staring at the work because you’re bored, but then gain pleasure from the
recognition that the signs have actually been manipulated, that they are speaking to you
in an unexpected way (see Table 2 and Figure 2).
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Much, much more difficult is this, where the designs
actually can evoke happiness… This is a campaign done
by a young artist in New York, who calls himself True.
Everybody who has ridden the New York subway system
will be familiar with these signs? True printed his own
version of these signs… Now, the way this works in the
system is that nobody ever looks at these signs. So
you're (Laughter) you're really bored in the subway, and
you kind of stare at something. And it takes you a while
until it actually — You realize that this says something
different than what it normally says. (Laughter) I mean,
that's, at least, how it made me happy. (Laughter)
Table 2
Sample of data from Sagmeister (2004)

Figure 2. New York Subway campaign by True
Source: Sagmeister (2004)
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Focus of response/ affordance: coding for emergent
‘aspects’ of a situation
One of the most prominent characteristics of the transcripts was that they could so readily
be structured in terms of phenomena that the designers were either drawn to, or reacting
against. In the sample of data taken from Carson’s talk the focus is on a particular object
in the environment – the Stuckey’s billboard – that Carson is drawn to. The sample of
data taken from the Sagmeister talk is more complex in terms of the foci that were
generated. Five foci were generated – (conventional) signs on the New York subway, the
practice of staring when you are sitting on a subway bored, being bored on the subway in
itself, interventions made in relation to subway signage, and the act of realising that the
signage says something different than what it normally says. The application of the
coding unit to each sample of data is illustrated in Tables 3 and 4.
The term ‘affordance’ was developed to underline Gibson’s proposition that the moving
animal or agent is able to extract particular configurations of qualities of the environment,
and that these relatively stable configurations (‘persisting layouts’) are perceived in terms
of what they are able to ‘offer’ or ‘provide’ to the animal or agent (Gibson, 1979:127;
Goldstein, 1981:192).
The ‘Focus of response/affordance’ component of this coding system broadly
corresponds to a ‘layout’ in the ‘environment’ in the context of Gibson’s account of active,
direct perception.
Different layouts afford different behaviors for different animals and different mechanical
encounters. The human species in some cultures has the habit of sitting as distinguished
from kneeling or squatting. If a surface of support with the four properties [nearly
horizontal, nearly flat, sufficiently extended relative to the size of the animal, and rigid
relative to the weight of the animal] is also knee-high above the ground, it affords sitting
on. (Gibson, 1979: 128)
Here Gibson describes objects that afford ‘sitting on’ in terms of a set of properties –
nearly horizontal, nearly flat, sufficiently extended relative to the size of the animal, rigid
relative to the weight of the animal and knee-high above the ground. The way in which we
interpret this move has serious implications for the way in which we understand the
phenomenon that Gibson is exploring.
On the one hand, there are those who suggest that Gibson holds a position where the
world is furnished with objects and features of objects. This implies that affordances are
first and foremost constituted by configurations of objects and features of objects in the
environment (Ingold, 2011:78; Norman, 1999:41). On the other hand, there are those who
maintain that Gibson makes reference to configurations of objects and properties not
because he believes that we explicitly identify these properties in the process of
perceiving the affordance (the sit-on-ability) of an aspect of the environment, but because
he is trying to make a point about the holistic nature of affordances – that the agent or
animal typically picks up on a holistic configuration of qualities in the environment as they
relate to a particular behaviour, rather than picking out individual qualities and then
assembling them into a meaningful whole (Dohn, 2009:161-162; Michael & Still,
1992:876-877,883-884).
Dreyfus clearly subscribes to the later position. Dreyfus is working out of a
phenomenological tradition that was heavily influenced by Gestalt theories of perception.
A central observation associated with Gestalt theory is that when figures emerge, they
emerge holistically from a ground. Dreyfus takes care to speak in terms of ‘aspects’ of
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things, or ‘aspects’ of environments – rather than objects and properties (Dreyfus,
1991:78). An aspect emerges from a prior perception of a whole and is dependent on the
specifics of a particular situation, whereas the term ‘property’ suggests an independent
quality that precedes any particular situation, and that precedes a whole.
Focus of response/
affordance:

Stuckey’s billboard, Florida

Description/ indication
of affordance:

Opens up as … a focus of attention, being worthy of
attention
Opens up as … an indication of breakdown in financial
arrangement between advertisers and billboard people
Opens up as … an indication of the ‘cheapness’/ neglect
of billboard people
Opens up as … a source of comparison
Opens up as … linked to a problematic/undesirable
product (Stuckey’s)

Evidence for affordance:

This is for a book by Metropolis. I took some photos, and
this is a billboard in Florida, and either they hadn't paid
their rent, or they didn't want to pay their rent again on
the sign, and the billboard people were too cheap to tear
the whole sign down, so they just teared out sections of
it. And I would argue that it's possibly more effective than
the original billboard in terms of getting your attention,
getting you to look over that way. And hopefully you don't
stop and buy those awful pecan things – Stuckey's.

Disposition of response/
affordance:

Positive
Table 3
Coding of sample of data from Carson (2003)

Focus of response/
affordance:

Signs on New York subway

Description/ indication
of affordance:

Opens up as … as something that no one pays attention
to — just part of the background environment.

Evidence for affordance:

Everybody who has ridden the New York subway system
will be familiar with these signs? … the way this works in
the system is that nobody ever looks at these signs. So
you're (Laughter) you're really bored in the subway, and
you kind of stare at something.

Disposition of response/
affordance:

Neutral

Focus of response/
affordance:

the practice of staring when you are sitting on a subway
bored

Description/ indication
of affordance:

Opens up as … a social practice, a potential opportunity
to intervene.

Evidence for affordance:

you're really bored in the subway, and you kind of stare
at something.

Disposition of response/
affordance:

Seemingly (potentially) positive
Table 4

Coding of sample of data from Sagmeister (2004).
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Focus of response/
affordance:

being bored on the subway

Description/ indication
of affordance:

Opens up as … a way of being, a state that people don’t
find very fulfilling

Evidence for affordance:

you're really bored in the subway

Disposition of response/
affordance:

Negative

Focus of response/
affordance:

Interventions made in relation to subway signage

Description/ indication
of affordance:

Opens up as … a source of humour
Opens up as … an unexpected play on our day to day
expectations
Opens up as …a call to be considerate, positive, human
Opens up as …caring in tone

Evidence for affordance:

This is a campaign done by a young artist in New York,
who calls himself True.
…You realize that this says something different than
what it normally says. (Laughter)

Disposition of response/
affordance:

Positive

Focus of response/
affordance:

realising that the signage says something different than
what it normally says.

Description/ indication
of affordance:

Opens up as … a way of being, an enjoyable state where
your day to day expectations are flaunted

Evidence for affordance:

And it takes you a while until it actually — You realize
that this says something different than what it normally
says. (Laughter) I mean, that's, at least, how it made me
happy. (Laughter)

Disposition of response/
affordance:

Positive
Table 4 (continued)

Coding of sample of data from Sagmeister (2004).

While Gibson’s statements on the matter are sometimes ambiguous he clearly subscribes
to the view that a holistic unity emerges relative to the bodies and the activities of the
agent:
Note that the four properties listed …are not just abstract physical properties. They have
unity relative to the posture and behavior of the animal being considered. (Gibson,
1979:127-128)
It should also be noted that Gibson explicitly acknowledges the work of Gestalt theorists
as central to the development of his concept of affordance (Gibson, 1979:138). Whether
the ambiguity of some of his statements reflects genuine prevarication on the issue or
simply the paucity of language available in our culture for clearly articulating the
difference between the two positions is not clear. A key advantage of a holistic emergent
account of ‘aspects’ or ‘things’ emerging from a situation, over a position that is
committed to pre-existing ‘objects with properties’ is that it seems to correspond well to
the emergent nature of those aspects of situations that feature so prominently in the
designers’ talks.
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As the coding system was refined, a decision was made to build in a reference to both
‘responsiveness’ and ‘affordance’ when referring to an aspect of the situation that opened
up action possibilities for the agent. The title of the field – ‘Focus of response/ affordance’
– reflects the fact that it was useful for the coder to explore the transcripts from both
perspectives. The third person perspective allowed the coder to adopt a theoretical
position, treating aspects of the situation as provisional ‘entities’ – this was a useful
position to adopt in the initial stages of coding, where the task confronting the coder was
to identify relevant foci and to identify sections of the transcripts that pertained to
particular foci. The third person perspective, is not however, adequate to the task of
preserving the distinctiveness of the way in which the designer’s found themselves
oriented towards aspects of a situation – this was best accomplished by coding in terms
of first person perspectives.
One final point should be made in relation to the way in which Gibson’s original concept
has been adapted in the light of this data. While some of the foci clearly correspond to
physical configurations in an environment – the Stuckey’s billboard, the signage on the
subway; others refer back to the agent themselves in some way: to patterns of activity –
the practice of staring when you are sitting on a subway bored; or to a way of being –
being bored on the subway, realising that the signage says something different than what
it normally says. Relevant aspects of the situation should not be limited to aspects of the
environment proper but should extend to the full range of phenomena that can figure as
having some level of significance in the ongoing projects and activities of an agent.

We Are What We Do: an intersubjective practice oriented
account of the agent
While Gibson is clear about the fact that the environment provides the material conditions
that make the emergence of particular affordances possible, he explicitly acknowledges
that an affordance is dependent on both the environment and the agent:
Different layouts afford different behaviors for different animals and different mechanical
encounters Gibson, 1979: 128).
It also seems that for Gibson the perception of a particular configuration within the
environment as ‘sit-on-able’ is culturally dependent – the affordance will show up only for
those familiar with the practice of sitting:
The human species in some cultures has the habit of sitting as distinguished from kneeling
or squatting (Gibson, op cit.).
Furthermore, the perception of the configuration as ‘sit-on-able’ is dependent on the
physical capabilities of the agent concerned. A particular configuration that affords sitting
for the adult may not afford sitting for the child:
Knee-high for a child is not the same as knee-high for an adult, so the affordance is relative
to the size of the individual. But if a surface is horizontal, flat, extended, rigid, and kneehigh relative to a perceiver, it can in fact be sat upon (Gibson, op cit.).
The perception that a particular layout in the environment affords sitting, then, is tied to
the availability of particular physical configurations in the environment, behaviours that
the agent is familiar with; and the physical capabilities of the agent. Further, Gibson
appears to subscribe to the view that we acquire the ability to perceive affordances
through active embodied engagement with physical configurations in the environment:
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The child begins…by perceiving the affordance of things for her, for her own personal
behavior. She walks and sits and grasps relative to her own legs and body and hands.
(Gibson, 1979:141)
It should be immediately apparent to those familiar with the practice oriented accounts of
human agency developed by phenomenologists and sociologists including Merleau-Ponty
(2002), Heidegger (Dreyfus, 1991; Heidegger, 1962), and Schatzki (2001) that Gibson’s
commitment to a behavior based model of active perception is consistent with that body
of work. It should be equally apparent that Gibson is merely scratching the surface when
it comes to understanding the contribution that the agent makes to the perception of an
affordance.
Practice oriented accounts of agency locate the basis of our social, cultural and
perceptual life in shared practices typically operating in the background of awareness.
Practices are normative yet adaptive forms of activity consisting of interconnected bodily
actions; patterns of thought, uses of materials, things and technologies; moods, feelings
and orientations. Practices are our embodied engaged dealings with the world. Practices
are to a large extent performed – agents come to know the world through practice, use,
and movement. Practices are thus potentially open to observation. Practices incorporate
particular ways of understanding the world (Reckwitz, 2002: 253). We are always already
oriented and acting in the world. The world is real and we access it directly, but it always
opens up from a particular orientation – this view of our relationship to reality may be
described as ‘perspectival realism’ (Wachterhauser, 1994).
Agents are both carriers and are carried by practices. The affordances that open up for
the agent are in large part shaped by previous practice.
Readers familiar with Carson’s work are likely to perceive an immediate affinity between
this billboard image and earlier bodies of work produced by the designer (Carson &
Blackwell, 1996). The ‘incompleteness’ of the billboard results in an image that resonates
with the radical cropping, the visual experimentation with the limits of materials and
production techniques, and the informal, challenging layouts of practitioners working out
of the New Wave tradition associated with Wolfgang Weingart, including Carson himself.
A practice oriented account of noticing would suggest that Carson’s previous practice
shapes his ongoing engagement with the world – it tunes him into his environment in
particular ways. The fact that the billboard he is driving past in Florida has a visual affinity
with work that he has spent many hours himself physically producing, no doubt influences
the opening up of that billboard as a focus of his attention. Carson also has a background
in sociology – could this be influencing his interest in the billboard? Throughout his talk
Carson speculates on the way in which the material objects and environments that he
presents might play out in relation to social practices. It is evident that Carson is
constantly picking up cues in the environment that suggest interesting or problematic
social possibilities.
There is an important point to be drawn out here. Practices are intersubjective, we both
take over and are taken over by practices. Practices are enacted, they are often
observable, and they can be progressively taken up by others. Practice oriented accounts
of agency are not haunted by the spectre of radical subjectivity associated with so many
other models of human agency (Bernstein, 1983). The agent is not an isolated mind that
must somehow find a way of aligning his or her mental representations with what the
world really is, and what others really ‘think.’ Rather the agent is someone who from the
first moment of their existence has been inducted into particular ways of doing, and who
has by degrees taken over those practices. The agent is directly connected to the world
and others through his or her ongoing interactions with them. The agent constructs their
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sense of who they themselves are in the context of ongoing relations with the world and
others (Dreyfus, 1991).
Just as Carson is readily able to speculate on the social dynamics that have led to the
Stuckey’s billboard being left in an incomplete state, so the researcher interested in
design expertise can look to intersubjective practices rather than inner mental processes
as the principal influence on the way in which the design expert perceives the world. In
this case the researcher can look to phenomena such as the extensive body of Carson’s
visual work, to understandings of the process of practitioners that Carson has worked
with or been influenced by, and to the way in which he talks about his work more
generally, in order to make sense of the fact that this particular billboard opens up for him
as an artefact worthy of his attention.

Indicating Affordance: drawing attention to the ways in
which aspects of a situation open up for an agent
In an early paper on touch, Gibson (1962) sets up an experiment where cookie cutters in
a variety of shapes were pressed into the hands of ‘agents.’ The agents could not see the
cookie cutter – they were hidden from view by a curtain. The experiment was designed to
compare the accuracy of passive, static perception with a passive, moving form of
perception. In one series of trials the cookie cutters were pressed into the palm of the
agent in a static position, in the other the cookie cutters were pressed into the hand and
continually rotated clockwise or counter clockwise. The accuracy with which the shapes
were identified was 49% and 72% respectively. In another experiment, where the agents
were allowed to actively explore the shape of the cookie cutters with their fingertips, the
accuracy of identification rose to 95%.
For Gibson, this experiment revealed the powerful role that the object (and by extension
the environment) plays in perception. Perception corresponds ‘to the form of the object’
rather than ‘the form of the stimulus’ – the particular configuration of receptors stimulated
on the skin. Perception arises from direct engagement with objects in the world. It should
not be thought of as a matter of processing stimulus data in order to generate ‘inner’
representations.
Further, ‘a clear unchanging perception arises when the flow of sense impressions
changes the most’ (Gibson, 1962:11). Perception is enhanced by active exploration. This
outcome makes a good deal of intuitive sense. In our day-to-day experience we typically
feel as though we know something better if we can move through it, or around it, if we
can grasp it in a variety of possible ways, using a range of bodily capacities.
While some accounts of practice focus on the normative and the routine (Reckwitz,
2002), those accounts of practice that are informed by detailed investigations of bodily
action invariably stress the improvisational character of our practices (Dreyfus, 1999;
Merleau-Ponty, 2002; Todes, 2001). We are constantly adapting our actions to the
environmental conditions around us – every step we take entails the recalibration of body
and world. We must constantly adjust our bodies to the particular conditions that we
encounter. We are constantly orienting and reorienting ourselves in relation to the
prevailing conditions.
The taken for granted nature of the continuous, improvisational, micro-adjustments
involved in common activities such as walking, reveals the background character of much
of our engagement with the world. It is only in situations where we fail to cope with, say,
the surface that we are walking on, or the shoes that we are wearing, that we might
become explicitly aware of the need to adjust our stance in relation to the affordances
opened up by the particularities of the ground.
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Our day to day engagement with equipment such as hammers (Heidegger, 1962: 92), or
environments such as lecture theatres (Heidegger, 1982:163), is characterized not by
explicit awareness of the hammer as affording hammering or of the seats in the lecture
theatre as affording sitting, but by the fact that we simply make use of the equipment/
environment – we handle it, we make our way around in it – and this typically all happens
without being explicitly aware of so doing. We simply go about the business of fixing a
window, or attending a lecture. It is only in situations where the transparent functioning of
equipment is interrupted – if it is unavailable, broken, or not performing as we expect it to
perform – that we start to notice it as ‘a thing,’ and to notice that we are relying on the
affordances made possible by that particular sort of thing.
In normal everyday coping with the world, if we notice anything about the way in which
we are drawn into a situation, it is most likely to be something quite general about the
way in which we find ourselves oriented towards the situation. In the case of Gibson’s
touch experiment, the agent might find that they feel a point, or a curve, or have come to
recognize the shape of the object as a star or a circle. They might become aware that
they recognize that the object is made out of metal or wood, that it feels cold or hard.
They are much less likely to be explicitly aware of the fact that their fingers are being
drawn into certain actions as they explore the object.
This throws up an interesting coding challenge. The value of the construct of an
affordance is that it articulates a first person perspective on the action possibilities that
open up for the agent. The difficulty for the coder is that under most circumstances these
action possibilities open up in the background. The agent is not explicitly aware of them.
Consider Carson’s response to the billboard. From the data available in the transcripts it
was possible to identify a number of ways in which the billboard ‘opened up’ for Carson
(see Table 5). In some instances this coding refers fairly directly to the action possibilities
that are solicited by the billboard – for example, the possibility of comparing the billboard
as it now appears (partly torn down) with the billboard in its original form. In others the
coding refers to a much more general orientation – for example, a holistic sense of
relevance (‘being worthy of attention’) – an orientation that is the result of having already
been drawn into action possibilities opened up by the situation.
Description/ indication
of affordance:

Opens up as … a focus of attention, being worthy of
attention
Opens up as …an indication of breakdown in financial
arrangement between advertisers and billboard people
Opens up as … an indication of the ‘cheapness’/ neglect
of billboard people
Opens up as … a source of comparison
Opens up as … linked to a problematic/undesirable
product (Stuckey’s)
Table 5

Coding of ‘Description/Indication of Affordance’ from Table 3

In determining how to code for the range of data presented in the transcripts, a number of
options were considered as to how to deal with both the data that made direct reference
to the action possibilities solicited by the focus; and that which revealed only a more
general orientation towards that focus.
The decision to refer to a general orientation as an ‘Indication of affordance’ is significant.
It reflects the practice oriented view of agency that has been described in this paper.
Referring to these more general orientations as indicators of affordance, serves to remind
the coder that these orientations are not mere ‘inner’ phenomena, about which nothing
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more can be said, but orientations made possible by the action capabilities of the agent.
As such they ultimately relate back to practices that are lived in the world.
The decision to collapse the data pertaining to both affordances proper and more general
orientations by creating a combined ‘Description/ indication of affordance’ field was
pragmatic. Coding the data based on the prompt ‘Opens up as…’ provided sufficient
flexibility to efficiently code interpretations that were close to the data. Attempts to code
explicitly for ‘action possibilities’ (‘Opens up as affording…’) resulted in distortions of
language and the imposition of interpretations that could not be adequately sustained by
the data.

Closing Remarks
The Dreyfus model of expertise is based on a practice oriented account of agency and
perception that offers a viable alternative to cognitivist models currently so prevalent in
empirical investigations of design expertise. The research discussed in this paper forms
part of a larger study that seeks to identify a basic unit of analysis appropriate to working
with the Dreyfus model.
One of the challenges of working with the Dreyfus model has been to find language that
is adequate to the task of preserving the practice oriented account of agency and
perception that lies at the heart of this model. In the course of developing this language, it
became necessary to revisit the theoretical construct of an ‘affordance,’ a construct that
has some currency in design literature but which is often interpreted through the lens of
the work of Donald Norman, a body of work that is inherently committed to the view that
the world is furnished with objects and features of objects – perception is primarily a
matter of responding to the possibilities for action afforded by the objects and features of
the environment. On this view, an affordance consists of configurations of objects and
features that afford (make possible) particular actions to agents in general. Affordances
exist in the environment independent of the actions of any particular agent. Affordances
are properties of the world.
This view of affordance stands in sharp contrast to the way in which Dreyfus uses the
term. According to practice oriented accounts of action and agency we engage with the
world primarily through use. Under certain circumstances we can read the world in terms
of objects and features but this is not our most basic way of engaging with the world. On
this view affordance refers to the way in which an aspect of the world opens up in the
background of experience – a particular configuration in the environment opens up as siton-able without us necessarily (or even typically) having to be aware of particular features
of that configuration. We simply have a background holistic sense that allows us to move
into a lecture theatre, say, and take up an emergent configuration in the environment as a
seat without necessarily being explicitly aware that this is what we are doing.
Practice oriented accounts of action and agency, hold that affordances are dependent on
the interplay between agent and environment. Affordances should not be construed as
preexisting configurations in the environment (although they do depend on particular
configurations being available in an environment in order for us to press into the
possibilities for action made possible by those configurations). An affordance refers to the
way in which the world actually opens up for an agent when engaged in particular
projects and activities. The projects and activities of the agent work in concert with the
environment to shape the way in which the environment opens up for that agent.
Given that there is ongoing debate about the nature of ‘affordance’ in the design
literature, what is the value in making use of this terminology in the context of developing
a unit of analysis for coding transcripts of designer’s talk? First, the term ‘affordance’
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seems to be the only term of any currency that refers to the first person experience of the
way in which the world opens up for us in the context of our ongoing engagement with the
world. Second, there is general acceptance that the term was coined by James J.
Gibson. Gibson’s original texts provide a useful starting point for a consideration of
relevant phenomena. Third the literature that has developed with a view to drawing out
possibilities opened up by the construct, should provide a useful point of reference when
articulating differences between the various ontological positions that researchers have
taken up in researching design expertise and design activity more generally.
The coding unit described in this paper is proving a useful tool for structuring the
information available in transcripts of designer’s talks. Clustering the data in terms of the
‘Focus of response/affordance’ and preserving the first person perspective by coding to
the ‘Opens up as…’ construct is paving the way for important insights relevant to design
expertise to emerge. The Dreyfus model of expertise coupled with Dreyfus’ extensive
body of writing is a rich theoretical resource. The process of coding has involved a
constant process of moving back and forth between the data and theoretical
considerations.
The concept of ‘affordance’ remains central to the study. Structuring of the data with a
view to linking that data back to intersubjective practices, enhances the capacity of the
researcher to reflect upon and interpret the data. Maintaining the first person perspective
at key stages of the coding process is serving to sensitise the researcher to the nuances
of the ways in which understandings of design practice are being disseminated through
the talks.
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